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Abstract
Direct bilirubin (DB) is a liver disease marker which is highly correlated with total bilirubin (TB), aspartate aminotransferase (SGOT),
albumin (ALB), and many second and third-order interaction effects. It has a very complicated functional relationship with the other liver
disease markers, total protein (TP), albumin (ALB), albumin & globulin ratio (A/G), age and sex. Three factor interaction effects such as
SGOT*TP*ALB (P=0.0150), AGE*alkaline phosphatase (ALP)* alamine aminotransferase (SGPT) (P=0.0146) and AGE*TB*TP (P=0.0075) are
significantly associated with the direct bilirubin. Consequently, their many second-order and marginal effects are significantly associated with
the direct bilirubin.

Direct Bilirubin’s Explanatory Factors for Liver
Patients
Bilirubin is a product of heme catabolism that may have
potent cytoprotective and antioxidant properties [1,2]. Our
body generally breaks down old red blood cells, consequently
a substance is produced, which is known as bilirubin. It is also
a part of bile, that is used by our liver to digest our eaten food.
A small quantity of bilirubin in our blood is normal (0.22-1mg/
dl), but a large amount may be an indication of liver disease. So,
it is considered as a liver disease marker. The bilirubin which
is bound to a certain albumin (protein) in the blood is called
indirect or unconjugated bilirubin. Direct or conjugated bilirubin
travels from the liver into the small intestine. A little quantity of
bilirubin passes into our kidneys and is excreted in our urine.
Due to this bilirubin, the urine gets its distinctive yellow color.
Earlier research articles have shown that the liver patients with
higher bilirubin levels are inversely associated with the insulin
levels, the prevalence of coronary heart disease and diabetes
mellitus [3-5]. The report aims to identify the associated factors
of direct bilirubin for some liver and non-liver patients. The
considered hypotheses are: What are the associated factors of
direct bilirubin? How are the factors associated with the direct
bilirubin? These hypotheses are evaluated with the help of a real
data set given in [6,7].
The data set can be found in http://archive.ics.uci.edu/
ml/machine-learning-databases/00225/”. It was collected
from the North-East of Andhra Pradesh, India. The considered
data set contains 579 subjects with 9 continuous variables
such as age, direct bilirubin (DB), total bilirubin (TB), alamine
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aminotransferase (SGPT), alkaline phosphatase (ALP), aspartate
aminotransferase (SGOT), albumin (ALB), total proteins
(TP), and albumin to globulin ratio (A/G), and two attribute
characters such as sex (male=0, female=1), types of patients
(liver patient=1, non-liver patient=2) (CLUSTER). In the study,
there are 28.5% non-liver, and 71.5% liver patients. Note that
male subjects are 75.82%, while females are 24.18%. The
mean, standard deviations, and the normal ranges of the above
9 continuous variables are displayed in [8], (Table 1). For the
same data set, the determinants of alkaline phosphatase are
derived in [8], using both the joint generalized linear Lognormal and Gamma models [9-12]. The response direct bilirubin
is continuous, positive and heteroscedastic, so it has been
analyzed both by the joint Log-normal and Gamma models, and
it is found that joint Log-normal models fit gives better results
than joint Gamma models fit. The current reported results in the
article have been derived from the joint Log-normal models fit.
The study contains 11 explanatory factors/variables on 579
subjects of non-liver & liver patients. It is aimed in the report
to examine the associated factors/variables of direct bilirubin.
Therefore, the direct bilirubin (DB) is considered as the
response variable, and the remaining other factors/ variables
are considered as the explanatory variables. From the fitted joint
generalized linear Log-normal models of the direct bilirubin, the
following results are reported.
The fitted joint generalized linear Log-normal models of the
direct bilirubin is very complicated, as it contains three 3-factor
interaction effects such as SGOT*TP*ALB (P=0.0150), AGE*
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ALP*SGPT (P=0.0146) and AGE*TB*TP (P=0.0075) which are
significantly associated with the direct bilirubin. Consequently,
all their marginal and 2-factor interaction effects are included in
the model due to the marginality rule given by Nelder [13]. Note
that all the included effects in the joint Log-normal fitted models
are not significant always [13,14].

In the joint Log-normal fitted mean model of direct bilirubin,
the 3-factor interaction effect SGOT*TP*ALB (P=0.0150) is
negatively associated with the DB. Its marginal effects SGOT
(P=0.0311) and ALB (P=0.0002) are also negatively associated
with the DB, while the marginal effect TP is insignificant
(P=0.5179). Therefore, the marginal effects of SGOT, ALB, and
the 3-factor interaction effect SGOT*TP*ALB have the same
association with the DB, indicating that as their effects increase,
direct bilirubin decreases. The three 2-factor join interaction
effects of SGOT, TP and ALB are SGOT*TP (P=0.0266), SGOT*ALB
(P=0.0256) and TP*ALB (P=0.3167) which are positively
associated with the direct bilirubin. Note that first two 2-factor
interaction effects are significantly associated with the DB, while
the third one is partially associated. For these three 2-factors, if
their effects increase, DB also increases. It is observed herein
that that the marginal effects (of SGOT, TP and ALB), and the
3-factor interaction effects are negatively associated with the
DB, while their three 2-factor interaction effects are positively
associated with the DB.

In the fitted mean model of direct bilirubin, the 3-factor
interaction effect AGE*ALP*SGPT (P=0.0146) is negatively
associated with the DB. Only the marginal effect AGE (P=0.0371)
is negatively associated with DB, while the marginal effects ALP
(P=0.4374) and SGPT (P=0.8523) are insignificant. Therefore,
as age or the 3-factor interaction effect increases, DB decreases.
The three 2-factor join interaction effects of AGE, ALP and
SGPT are AGE*ALP (P=0.1693), AGE*SGPT (P=0.4724) and
ALP*SGPT (P<0.0001) which are positively associated with
the direct bilirubin. Note that first 2-factor interaction effect is
partially, the third one is significantly associated with the DB,
while the second one is insignificant. It shows that if the 2-factor
interaction effects increase, DB also increases. Here also, the
marginal and the 3-factor interaction effects are negatively
associated with the DB, but all the three 2-factors effects are
positively associated with the DB.

In the fitted mean model of direct bilirubin, the 3-factor
interaction effect AGE*TB*TP (P=0.0075) is negatively associated
with the DB. Note that the marginal effect AGE (P=0.0371) is
negatively associated with DB, while TB (P=0.9784) and TP
(P=0.5179) are insignificant. Therefore, as age or the 3-factor
interaction effect increases, DB decreases. The three 2-factor join
interaction effects of AGE, TB and TP are AGE*TB (P=0.0275),
AGE*TP (P=0.0151) and TB*TP (P=0.9476) which are positively
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associated with the direct bilirubin. Note that first two 2-factor
interaction effects are significantly associated with the DB,
while the third one is insignificant. It shows that if the 2-factor
interaction effects increase, DB also increases. As in the above
two cases, the same scenario is observed herein.

For the fitted mean model of direct bilirubin, the 2-factor
interaction effect AGE*A/G (P=0.0176) is negatively associated
with the DB. It implies that as the interaction effect (AGE*A/G)
increases, DB decreases. Note that the marginal effect AGE
(P=0.0371) is negatively, while A/G (P=0.0033) is positively
associated with DB. Also the 2-factor interaction effects TB*ALP
(P<0.0001), TB*SGPT (P<0.0001), ALP*A/G (P=0.1084) are
negatively associated with the DB. It implies that as the above
interaction effects increase, DB decreases. Note that the three
marginal effects TB (P=0.9784), ALP (P=0.4374) and SGPT
(P=0.8523) are insignificant, while A/G (P=0.0033) is positively
associated with DB. Again, the 2-factor interaction effect TB*ALB
(P<0.0001) is positively associated with the DB. Also the sex
(male=0, female=1) is negatively associated with the mean
direct bilirubin. It shows that DB is higher for male than female
liver patients.
For the fitted variance model of direct bilirubin, types of
patients (liver patient=1, non-liver patient=2) (CLUSTER)
(P=0.0072) is negatively associated with DB variance, indicating
that DB variance is higher for liver patients than non-liver
patients. Also TP (P=0.0066) and A/G (P<0.0001) are negatively
associated with the DB variance, indicating that DB variance
increases as TP or A/G decreases. Again 2-factor interaction
effects TB*ALP (P<0.0001) and AGE*SGOT (P=0.1226) are
negatively associated with DB variance, indicating that DB
variance increases as the joint effect of TB*ALP or AGE*SGOT
decreases. Also 2-factor interaction effects TB*A/G (P<0.0001),
ALP*SGPT (P=0.2694), and SGPT* ALB (P<0.0001) are positively
associated with DB variance, indicating that DB variance
increases as the joint effect of TB*A/G, or ALP*SGPT, or SGPT*ALB
increases. Note that their marginal effects TB (P<0.0001),
ALP (P=0.0003), SGPT (P<0.0001), SGOT (P=0.0921) and ALB
(P=0.1653) are significantly associated with DB variance. All
the above summarized relationships of the associated factors/
variables with direct bilirubin are shown in (Table 1).
The relationship of direct bilirubin with the other dependent
variables and liver disease biochemical markers are displayed
above (Table 1). The relationship of DB is very complicated,
as the model contains many 2-factor and 3-factor interaction
effects. To confirm that a patient is liver disease, all liver disease
markers to be tested. Medical experts need to understand the
role of different order of interaction effects of liver disease
markers. Liver patients should be serious for the liver disease,
as it is a very complicated.
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Table 1: Association of direct bilirubin with different factors/variables.
Response

Associated with

Association Type

P-Value

SEX

negative

P=0.0069

Total proteins (TP)

positive

P=0.5179

Aspartate aminotransferase
(SGOT)
Albumin (ALB)

negative

SGOT*ALB

positive

SGOT*TP
TP*ALB

Alkaline phosphatase (ALP)

positive

AGE*ALP

AGE*SGPT
ALP*SGPT

negative
positive
positive
positive
positive

AGE*ALP*SGPT

negative

TP*AGE

positive

Total bilirubin (TB)
TP*TB

AGE*TB

negative
positive
positive

TP*AGE*TB

negative

SGPT*A/G

negative

ALB*TB

positive

Albumin to globulin ratio (A/G)
ALP*TB

positive

negative

P=0.0311
P=0.0002
P=0.0266
P=0.0256
P=0.3187
P=0.0150
P=0.0371
P=0.4374
P=0.8523
P=0.1693
P=0.4724
P<0.0001
P=0.0146
P=0.9784
P=0.0151
P=0.9976
P=0.0275
P=0.0075
P=0.0033
P=0.0176
P<0.0001
P<0.0001

ALP*A/G

negative

CLUSTER

negative

P=0.0072

positive

P=0.0003

SGPT*TB
TB

ALP

negative
positive

TB*ALP

negative

TB*A/G

positive

A/G

negative

SGPT

negative

ALB

positive

ALP*SGPT
SGPT*ALB

positive
positive

TP

negative

Aspartate aminotransferase
(SGOT)

positive

AGE

AGE*SGOT

0056

positive

negative

Alamine aminotransferase
(SGPT)

Variance of DB

positive

SGOT*TP*ALB
AGE

Mean Direct Bilirubin (DB)

negative

positive

negative

P=0.1084
P<0.0001
P<0.0001
P<0.0001
P<0.0001
P<0.0001
P<0.0001
P=0.2694
P=0.1653
P<0.0001
P=0.0066
P=0.4842
P=0.0921
P=0.1226
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